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The meat industry is changing… consumers’ menu plan-
ning needs are changing… and the dynamics of sales market-
ing, production and merchandising of the meat business is
also changing. But it’s the cause and effect of change and the
kinds of change, both proactive and reactive, that has today’s
retail meat departments in a complete state of flux. Balancing
and satisfying both consumer meal planning demands and
retailers bottom line requirements is now forcing the overdue
changes now taking place at retail fresh meat counters. It is
the proactive/reactive change that is having extensive reper-
cussions on the entire food supply chain.

This industry in transition, one moving from the traditional
economic based and commodity driven, to one now focusing
its energies on a value based and consumer driven initiative,
has all in the supply and retail sales and distribution channels
making retailers focus on both their own bottom line needs
and the needs of today’s consumer meal planning needs. This
transition is impacting today’s retail case management efforts
significantly.

Some of the keys in having a complete understanding of
retail case management involves also having a complete un-
derstanding of today’s consumer lifestyle buying habits and
purchase patterns as it relates to their own time and talent
restrictions. This time and talent influenced shopping pattern
is forcing retailers to look at alternatives to case layout and
producers to look at a better product mix… those that address
“convenience in time and talent” managed products.

In today’s marketplace, just in time service, production su-
periority and the right price have become the retailer’s and
processor’s “value proposition.” It is what will set apart their
own objectives as it relates to retail case management. A clear
cut and lifestyle driven marketing and production philosophy
will drive both customer appeal and profits… and believe it
or not, will also drive production. When looked at properly

this will drive change with case layout design and product
mix. Without a clear focus, the sales proposition becomes
extremely hard to determine and retail case management is
virtually impossible to define.

All in the supply and distribution channels must adhere to
consumer demands… and it’s time we begin to address those
specific needs towards today’s consumer and what will drive
them back to the meat cases.

The balancing act all will play in keeping Wall Street needs
and Main Street needs in focus and in sync with today’s value
proposition from all in the supply chain which will inevitably
be a factor in how today’s retail meat cases are configured.

The “state of the retail meat industry” is complex with is-
sues that seem too distant to effect retail case management
issues such as: cost containment, joint ventures, growth
through cost cutting. It is these areas that are most effecting
the balance of addressing both shareholder value and cus-
tomer value at the same time… when bottom lines become
overmatched with consumers needs… product mix and op-
eration efficiencies become the focus… this effects all in that
retail meat case alignment.

There are many marketing issues to overcome related to
retail case management that include:

• Packer brand vs. Store brand
• Program compatibility with the existing customer

base and the pursuit to attract new customers
• Store case & space allotments
• Volume issues related to core product (non-margin

drivers)
• Profitability related to volume issues
• Competitive exclusivity
• Target market initiatives
• Shrink management
• Category management
All effect the Wall Street/Main Street balance and its ef-

fects on retail case management.

To Create a New Road Map for the Industry

The retail meat case needs to get away from the traditional
raw product, commodity approach to case sets and merchan-
dising. Instead it should give the consumer a wide range of
options, including fully prepared products and “Kitchen
Ready” products, within their own respective categories and
set up according to method of preparation instead of by com-
modity line item selection.
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Using the disciplines and principles of the TOTAL MEAL
MANAGEMENT SYSTEM, the meat department is divided into
five categories: Prepared Meals, Kitchen Ready, Fresh Frozen,
Traditional Smoked and Traditional Fresh.

Using this time influenced meal marketing system, smoked
meats also got their own home in the reclassification. Instead
of just seeing ham and its entire family of products, there is a
mix of poultry included under the traditional smoker category.
It is a way for the meat department to meet the new time
demands for its consumers, who too often have gone to other
departments or other meal sources to meet their meal plan-
ning needs.

Category management, more appealing products and con-
sumer friendly case layout can recapture for both retailers and
their processor partners some of those food dollars that have
been flowing to restaurants and other store departments.

New opportunities can help level the playing field for the
retailer. There are also standardized programs, such as value
based meat management, that can assist in gathering and ana-
lyzing meat sales data and in understanding costs. Beef supple-
mented with Vitamin E can also provide the benefits of longer
case life. Combine these tools with more emphasis on inter-
acting with customers, and you’ll have a meat case that rings
up more sales.

Better category management is only one way to increase
sales efficiency and improve profits, especially if you factor
in the lifestyles of your own store to reflect shifts in how con-
sumers prefer to cook each season and around the holidays.
Consumer information and the ability to manage this infor-
mation are the keys to category management and improving
meat sales.

Overall store design and case layout should be customer
friendly, giving the sense that meats can be easy to prepare
and provide an eating experience as good as any found in
restaurants. Today 45 percent of consumers who prepare meals
don’t know at 4:30 pm what they will serve for dinner to-
night. Customers need assistance in making meal planning
easier with cooking times adjusted for both weekday and
weekend meal preparation.

One effective way to arrange the meat is to set it up sys-
tematically according to the consumer’s meal planning pro-
cess, segmenting the department into time influenced method/
preparation categories. These categories might be kitchen
ready, which are prepared but not cooked; prepared foods,
which are prepared and cooked; traditional fresh cuts; frozen
products; and smoked/processed meats.

Convenience and education are still the main challenges
facing fresh meat sales. The fact that consumers are taking
more of the food dollar out of the home and into the restau-
rant indicates they want products that are either ready-to-eat
or require little preparation time. In addition, today’s con-
sumers aren’t familiar enough with meat to be comfortable
cooking it. Therefore, using the above case layout, based on a
system such as the TOTAL MEAL MANAGEMENT SYSTEM
would address the needs of today’s meat shopper.

The time is now for change… and the biggest change has
to be from both the retailers and processors to begin to adopt
a lifestyle-driven sales marketing approach… and not the tra-
ditional commodity-driven sales and market approach.


